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Abstract—Synthesis of systems constitutes a vast class of
problems. Although machine learning techniques operate at
the functional level, little attention has been paid to system
synthesis using a hierarchical model-base. This paper develops
an original approach for automatically rating component systems
and composing them according to the experimental frames in
which they are placed. Components are assigned credit by
correlating measures of their participation (activity) in simulation
runs with run outcomes. These ratings are employed to bias
component selection in subsequent compositions.

I. INTRODUCTION

In general system theory, theoretical frameworks have been

defined by Klir through systems problem solving [1] and

by Wymore through system design and engineering [2]. In

Electronics, system synthesis [3] is often used from behavioral

to structural domains. Specification is given as a set of

subsystems finally implemented as digital circuits at hardware

level. Broadly, the whole process can be embedded in a three-

step implementation of an intelligent algorithm (as described

in [4]): (i) Problem solving specification (of the objective

model), (ii) Generated configurations (of system architectures),

and (iii) Optimization execution (at simulation level1). More

than specifying the parameter space of intelligent algorithms,

dealing explicitly with systems requires re-investigating their

structure and providing a new generic simulation-based search

algorithm operating in the set of subsystems. This is the main

objective of this article.

In supervised learning [11], con-

sidering a set of input-output pairs:

{(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xN , yN )}, an “intelligent” algorithm

determines, in a set of functions G, a function g : X → Y ,

where X is the input set, and Y is the output set. However,

when studying a complex system, a modeler has to

alternate between both behavior (input-output function) and

structure (states and interactions between system’s/network’s

components) to specify its dynamics. According to the state

1For more information on the relationships between optimization and
simulation, please refer to [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

of the system, for a particular input, some components are

activated (or not) and participate to next global state change

and output (or not). The rate of change (the activity) of

these components can be conceived as their re-activation

through many trials. Another way saying it is that there is a

correlation between the activity of these components and the

behavior achieved at composition level.
From a formal perspective, systems theory [12] offers a

framework for the specification of both dynamics and topology

of a system from input-output functions to a network of

systems. In a network, systems activate each other through

their inputs/outputs. These interface-based interactions allow

determining precisely the activity locations in the network.

Besides, the dynamics of systems can be discretized through

discrete-events. Using discrete-events allows precisely focus-

ing on the state changes (activity) [13] in the system. Hence,

both discrete-events and systems theory offer the right explicit

tools to deal with activity, structurally and behaviorally.
The main contribution of this work is to propose an original

approach for automatically rating component systems and

composing them according to the experimental frames in

which they are placed. To achieve this goal, a simulation-based

evaluation of components is performed. Activity-based perfor-

mances consist of the correlation between component usage

and network behaviors. Performances of hierarchical compo-

nents are stored in a hierarchical model-base. A simulation-

based stochastic search is achieved based on the performance

model-base. Correlation between the activity of a component

and corresponding composition outcome is referred to the

credit assignment problem. The credit of components is used

to bias their selection.
Activity-based credit assignment (ACA) proves here to:

1) Apply to any level in the hierarchy of components within

any experimental frame,

2) Converge on good components/compositions faster than

a repository-based random search,

3) Automatically synthesize systems from a model-base

enabling reusability of highly rated components in com-

positions.

The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, a state-

of-the-art of the activity concept in simulation is presented

and other approaches from systems science are discussed.

In Section 3, the method for correlating both component

usage and composition behavior is introduced. In Section 4,

the main features, possible real world applications and the

complexity levels of systems building are proposed. In Section
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5, discrete-event systems, activity, credit, and model-base, are

defined at both formal and operational levels. In Section 6,

the ACA stochastic search algorithm is described. In Section

7, a hierarchical model example is simulated and results

are discussed. Section 8 compares activity-based approach

and other credit assignment approaches. Section 9 discusses

healthcare as an application in information and communication

technologies. Finally, conclusion and perspectives are drawn.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART

In [14], Balci desribed the four major conceptual frame-

works [(i) event scheduling, (ii) activity scanning, (iii) three-

phase approach, and (iv) process interaction] that were in

use to implement discrete event simulation kernels. These

conceptual frameworks (also named simulation structures or

simulation strategies or world views) guide scientists in the

design and the development of their simulation model. Among

these frameworks, activity scanning is also called two-phase

approach, the first phase being dedicated to simulation time

management, the second phase to the execution of condi-

tional activities (e.g., during scanning, execution of simulation

functions depend on the fulfillment of specific conditions).

The three phase approach is an optimization of the activity

scanning approach. This optimization is interesting for systems

in which potential activities can be detected at each time step.

The first phase is the same as in the activity scanning approach.

The second phase is different since it handles the execution

of all unconditional activities (avoiding rules scanning for

rules known to always be fired). The third phase is then

similar to the second phase of regular activity scanning (an

activity is considered and executed if the corresponding rule

can be fired). In artificial intelligence activity scanning is

known as rule-based programming (also known as rule-based

systems or expert systems) [15]. Buxton and Laski introduced

this approach in the simulation field with the Control and

Simulation Language (CSL) [16]. In CSL, when a rule is

“fired” a corresponding action is taken and the system state

is updated. This approach is often considered to be dual with

the event scheduling method.

From a theoretical point of view [12], a discrete-event

specification of the system mathematical structure introduced

by Wymore [17] can be defined. The Discrete Event System

Specification (DEVS) consists of basic elements: discrete

events and models as components composing networks of

coupled models (models being atomic or coupled). Usual

infomal definitions [mainly extracted from [14]] of activity

and event consist of:

• An activity is an operation that transforms the state of a

system over time. It begins with an event and ends by

producing another event (linked to the termination of the

activity). Some definitions in the simulation community

consider that an activity is thus a period of time with a

known duration.

• An event is what causes a change in the state of the

system (eventually composed of many components).

In usual definitions, activity consists of a qualitative aspect of

a system’s behavior. E.g., if the system is a waiter agent, his

Fig. 1. Decision and search in modeling and simulation.

activities consist of “serving”, “opening a bottle”, “walking”,

etc. Executing the agent’s activities is equivalent to executing

some transitions in the corresponding dynamic system. Let’s

now consider that a modeler disposes of a collection of

systems sharing the same activities. However, when testing

these systems in different contexts, some systems are engaged

in some activities while others are not, leading to different

performances at the global level.
In this paper, the main idea is to consider activities as

a quantitative aspect of a system’s behavior, correlating the

number of executions of dynamic system’s transitions (its

quantitative activity) with the perfomances at global level.

This correlation is then equivalent to a measure of component

credits and can be used as a guide to solution.
From a systems science perspective, systems problem solv-

ing [1] and system design and engineering [2] are the ap-

proaches closest to the approach presented here. However,

these approaches remain at modeling level and do not use

activity at component level for building systems at network

level. Concerning other credit assignment methods a compar-

ison is presented in Section VIII.

III. CORRELATING COMPONENT USAGE WITH

COMPOSITION BEHAVIOR

Figure 1 sketches the position of the new decision and

search process layers on the top of usual modeling and

simulation processes. Model construction is biased via the

synthesis from achievement components stored in repositories

(or model-bases).

Figure 2 presents the basic modeling and simulation entities

used in activity-based credit assignment. A correlator entity

is in charge of correlating performance evaluations obtained

in an experimental frame and simulation results for credit

assignment at component-based level.

The underlying concept formulates the approach in terms

of two types of measurements: component activity levels and

collaboration outcome scores. In brief, the idea is to correlate

activity levels with scores to obtain evaluations of component

contributions to collaboration outcomes. As illustrated, in

Figure 3, each component is assigned a credit value for the

outcome of a collaboration execution, or trial. This is done

by multiplying its level of activity in the collaboration during

that execution by the evaluation of the collaboration outcome,

or score. These credit assignments are then accumulated as

executions are encountered with possibly different subsets of
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Fig. 2. Basic modeling and simulation entities in activity-based credit
assignment.

Fig. 3. Correlation algorithm for computing component achievements.

components. Over time, these credit assignments are accumu-

lated to result in numerical ratings, called component achieve-

ments, that represent individual contributions to collaboration

outcomes. For example, in the three trials shown, Component b

emerges with a high positive achievement because it has been

very active in positive outcomes (Trials 1 and 3) and quite

inactive in those with negative outcomes (Trial 2). On the other

hand, Component a emerges with a net negative achievement

because it has been active when the outcomes were bad and

had only minor activity when the outcomes were good. Other

components, such as c and d, may not have been sufficiently

active to accumulate meaningful achievement evaluations.

As can be appreciated from this brief exposition, the

correlation scheme encompasses at least two dimensions in

which variations must be addressed. There may be various

ways to determine the degree of activity of a component in a

collaboration and to measure the outcome of a collaboration in

such a way as to support evaluating individual contributions.

The two core concepts that must be successfully characterized

to enable the proposed approach to work are the activity level

and the scoring of outcomes to support efficient and effective

credit assignment. We now discuss briefly these issues.

Activity level - Perhaps the most rudimentary measurement

of component participation in a collaboration is whether or not

the component was employed in the collaboration. However,

this binary measure would allow components that are rarely

used throughout the execution to be considered equally with

ones that carry the burden of processing. A more refined

metric, measures the utilization, i.e., the fractional time that

a component is actually engaged in processing during some

execution under consideration. In many computer system

applications, such a measure is straightforward to obtain with

access to the executing process thread and the system clock.

However, in many contexts, the interface to the system might

not allow direct access to its execution threads and clocks.

In any case, the most veridical indications of activity of a

component in collaboration derive from measures of its actual

processing activity. That is why we formulate the basic defi-

nition to be the number of transitions in execution as a model

component in a coupled simulation. This count of transitions

includes both internal and external transitions, hence measures

both internal computations as well as message exchanges with

other components. As we will show, in simulation based on

DEVS, these counts can be obtained by functions that are

built into the simulator and can become part of the simulation

methodology [18].

Scoring outcomes for credit assignment – these derive ba-

sically from measures of performance for the task undertaken

by the collaboration – how well the task is performed by

the collaboration. Such measures would typically be task-

dependent but well known. However, additional constraints on

the measures employed are necessary to adequately guide, or

improve, the credit assignment process. For example, outcome

scores that range over both positive and negative values appear

to be better than ones that range only over positive values.

Consider a scale from 0 to 10, after multiplication by positive

activity levels, low resulting values confound low activity

levels with low scores. In contrast, when using a scale ranging

from −5 to +5, after multiplication by activity level, the

relevant performance information (positive and negative) is

retained as well as near zero values representing low activ-

ity and/or average performance. Thus, theory development

is needed to study appropriate techniques for converting a

performance measure into a score that has the best properties

for informative credit assignment.

IV. FROM MATHEMATICAL MODELING TO REAL WORLD

APPLICATIONS

Table I presents the characteristic features of the gen-

eral problem of building high performing systems from sys-

tem components (as well as their hockey team and multi-

disciplinary physician team manifestations). In optimization,

finding the right components to compose a global time state

trajectory function turns out to be rapidly NP-complete as the

number of time points, connections and components increase.

Increasing levels of complexity of systems building can be

defined considering both the qualitative (topology types) and

quantitative (number of connections, components, etc.) aspects

of the systems to be studied:
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1) Mathematical modeling: Proofs (of ordered search set,

convergence, etc.) can be established for simple parallel

and series connections of components [19].

2) Simulation-based heuristics: The combination of parallel

and series connections of components - for a “reason-

able” number of behaviors, connections and components

can studied at simulation level (cf. hockey team model

described after) still without using real data but reason-

ning about the main mechanisms of ACA.

3) Real world applications: The explicit use of activity

allows better managing real systems. E.g., fire spread

sensors can more efficiently use their battery [20], or as

we will see, US healthcare system can be improved.

At level 1, series and parallel connections allow generalizing

simulation search results in probability theory. The fundamen-

tal aspects of ACA search (learning speed, convergence, etc.)

can be mathematically studied. Having this formal basis, more

complex structures (of level 2 and level 3) can be modeled and

simulated.
At level 2, Table I describes how a collective sport such

as hockey is representative of the general problem of building

high performing systems from system components. Collective

sports exhibit the interestig characeristic feature of collabo-

ration (the whole being more than the parts). Indeed a good

team is more than only good players. As components exchange

information, players have to collaborate together to achieve a

(global) team behavior. Finding a good team requires evaluat-

ing the players in the context of team games. Building a good

team can be a very complex task requiring statistical modeling

(e.g., think to the movie Moneyball for baseball). Here, hockey

team modeling is used as an system archetype which exhibits

all the characteristic features of system building. It is a good

application of a global target behavior (game) at network level

(team) requiring hierarchical components (lines, players. . . )

and evaluations in context (team and opponents).
At level 3, US healthcare can be considered as a good

example of real case application. US healthcare, the most

expensive in the world, has been diagnosed as an assemblage

of subsystems embedded in a market economy that promotes

price setting by components independently and without ref-

erence to the end-to-end quality of care and cost delivered

to patients. Reforming such a system requires methods to

model large scale distributed complex systems using systems

of systems engineering approaches [21], [22], [23], [24].

Porter [25], [26]] advocates radical reform of health care that

requires that physicians re-organize themselves into Integrated

Practice Units (IPUs) moving away from care that is currently

based on specialties with associated hospital departments –

geriatrics, obstetrics, etc. An IPU is centered on a medical

condition defined as an interrelated set of patient medical

circumstances best addressed in an integrated way. Examples

of IPUs are those centered on asthma, diabetes, congestive

heart failure, and so on. These target a cluster of related

adverse health conditions and includes the most common co-

occurring complications. As such, the IPU may bring together

a host of specialists and services needed to treat the target in

an integral manner – as a team rather than as a collection of

individual entities. This assemblage of individual independent

entities into a single collaborative organization fits the pattern

of system-of-systems and motivates research to provide a firm

basis for such integration. The IPU delivers all the services

needed for the target condition which are organized into an

end-to-end interaction with the patient called a full cycle of

care covering a Care Delivery Value Chain (CDVC). Here

“Value” is defined as health outcomes achieved per dollar of

cost compared to competition and the Value Chain is a set of

activities that increase value (i.e., contribute to the outcomes)

from the initiation of the care cycle to its termination.

Although Porter’s formulation likens healthcare delivery to

manufacturing, a systems engineering approach requires devel-

oping specific system of systems concepts and supporting tools

for modeling, simulation, and activity planning and scheduling

of health care services. This is due to the presence of complex

patient flows, numerous human resources, dynamic evolu-

tion of patient’s health state [27]. Using recently developed

modeling and simulation methodology and tools [28], [29],

[30], Zeigler [31] discusses systems-of-systems formalization

of Porter’s IPU concept laying the groundwork for application

of the methodology presented here to continuous improvement

of such systems.

Table I exhibits the features of collaboration manifested in

the IPU, as a multi-disciplinary team, which necessitate the

application of the activity-based component selection method-

ology.

V. ACTIVITY AND CREDIT IN DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS

System specification and activity are linked here through

activity-based credit assigment.

A. Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS)

The structure of both network and basic discrete event

systems is presented here.

Definition 1. A basic Discrete Event System Specification

(DEVS) is a structure:

DEVS = (X,Y, S, δext, δint, λ, ta)

Where, X is the set of input events, Y is the set of output

events, S is the set of partial states, δext : Q × X → S is

the external transition function with Q = {(s, e) | s ∈ S, 0 ≤
e ≤ ta(s)} the set of total states, δint : S → S is the internal

transition function, λ : S → Y is the output function, and

ta : S → R
0,+
∞ is the time advance function.

Definition 2. A DEV S network is a structure:

N = (X,Y,D, {Md}, {Id}, {Zi,d}, Select)

Where X is the set of input events, Y is the set of output

events, D is the set of component names, for each d ∈ D,

Md is a basic model (whose structure differs from one DEVS-

based formalism to another), for each d ∈ D∪{N}, Id is the

set of influencers of d such that Id ⊆ D ∪ {N}, d /∈ Id and

for each i ∈ Id: Zi,d is a coupling function, the i− to −d
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Characteristic feature Hockey team manifestation
Multi-disciplinary physician team

manifestation

collaboration requirement
team must work together no single player

is sufficient

Each physician must provide his/her service to

the assure successful treatments

modularity
6 distinct positions on ice skilled players

can be arbitrarily plugged in to such roles

Physicians within the same discipline can be

interchanged to play the same role in a team

specialization each position has its own skill set
Physicians specialize via disciplines to play

specific roles in a team

variety in compositions

Substitution alternatives

18 team players 6 on ice, players get tired

and replaced farm club and trades furnish

additional alternatives

Physicians schedules and participation in multiple

teams provide variety in compositions

system composition problem
coach must select 3 subsets of 6 that

work best together to win games

Some physicians work well with others, some do

not. So selecting the best team composition for a

given patient care full cycle is a challenge.

what constitutes a single trial game = 60 minutes A single full cycle of care rendered to a patient

activity of component in a trial player’s minutes on ice
Time spent by physician in full cycle of care

rendered to a patient

evaluation of trial
game outcome, e.g. goals scored – goals

allowed
Value (outcome per unit cost) as defined in text

TABLE I
GENERAL PROBLEM OF BUILDING HIGH PERFORMING SYSTEMS FROM SYSTEM COMPONENTS, HOCKEY TEAM AND HEALTH CARE COORDINATION

APPLICATIONS.

output translation, defined for: (i) external input couplings:

Zself,d : Xself → Xd, with self the network name, (ii)

internal couplings: Zi,j : Yi → Xj , and (iii) external output

couplings: Zd,self : Yd → Yself , and Select : 2D − {Ø} →
D ∪ {Ø} is the sequential select function (to select one

component to execute its transition/output functions, among

imminent components). Considering a set of components C
candidate for internal transition, the sequential select function

has constraint Select(C) ∈ C∪{Ø}, i.e., only one component

or no components can be selected among candidates.

B. Activity

Definition 3. Event-based activity Aξ(t
′− t) [32] of an event

set ξ consists of :

Aξ(t
′ − t) = |{evi = (ti, vi) | evi ∈ ξ, t ≤ ti < t′}|

Where t, ti, t
′ are time-stamps and vi ∈ V is an event value.

Average event-based activity consists then of Aξ(t′ − t) =
Aξ(t

′−t)
t′−t

.

For example, assuming the event trajectory depicted in

Figure 4, the average event-based activity of the system

corresponds to the following values for different time periods:

Aξ(10) = 0.3, Aξ(20) = 0.15, Aξ(30) ≃ 0.133, Aξ(40) =
0.175.

Definition 4. Average external activity Aext, related to the

counting next of external transitions δext(s, e, x), over a time

period [t, t′] consists of:

{

s′ ← δext(s, e, x)⇒ n′
ext ← next + 1

Aext(t′ − t) = next

t′−t

Fig. 4. An example of event trajectory.

Definition 5. Average internal activity Aint, related to the

counting nint of internal transitions δint(s), over a time

period [t, t′] consists of:

{

s′ ← δint(s, e)⇒ n′
int ← nint + 1

Aint(t′ − t) = nint

t′−t

Definition 6. Total average simulation activity As(t′ − t) is

equal to:

As(t′ − t) = Aext(t′ − t) +Aint(t′ − t)

Definition 7. Average simulation activity of a hierarchical

composition (network) named k ∈ K consists of the sum

of average simulation activities of components i ∈ D in the

network: As,k(t′ − t) = Σi∈DAs,i(t′ − t).

Here is the modification of usual abstract simulators for

atomic models [12]:
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Algorithm 1 Activity-based abstract simulators.

1: variables

2: tl — time of last event

3: tn — time of next event

4: nint — number of internal transitions

5: next — number of external transitions

6:

7: when receive i-message (i, t) at time t
8: tl ← t–e
9: tn← tl + ta(s)

10: when receive *-message (∗, t) at time t
11: if (t = tn) then

12: y ← λ(s)
13: send y-message (y, t) to parent coordinator

14: s′ ← δint(s)
15: n′

int ← nint + 1
16: when receive x-message (x, t)

17: if (x 6= ⊘ and tl ≤ t ≤ tn) then

18: s′ ← δext(s, x, e)
19: n′

ext ← next + 1
20: tl ← t
21: tn← tl + ta(s)

C. Activity credit assignment (ACA)

Definition 8. The hierarchical candidate set H contains all

the names of candidate components. It is an indexed family

of sets noted H = {Hl}
p
l=0 where each set Hl contains the

names of candidate components from top network component

at level l = 0 until atomic components at (last) level l = p.

Definition 9. The evaluation function is defined as ev : Ω×
P × P ∗ → R and operates at top level l = 0, based on:

• The input segment ω ∈ Ω (a partial function ω : [t, t′]→
X) of both top candidate network k0 ∈ H0 and top

solution network k∗0 ∈ H0 ,

• The output segment ρ ∈ P (a partial function ρ : [t, t′]→
Y ) of a top candidate network k0 ∈ H0 , and

• The solution output segment ρ∗ ∈ P ∗ (a partial function

ρ∗ : [t, t′]→ Y ∗) of the top solution network k∗0 ∈ H0.
For each input segment ω ∈ Ω, the evaluation function ev
computes the distance between each output segment ρ ∈ P
(obtained by simulation) and each solution output segment

ρ∗ ∈ P ∗. The evaluation function thus compares simulation

results between a top candidate network k0 ∈ H0 and the top

solution network k∗0 ∈ H0 , i.e., ev(k0, k
∗
0), noted ev(k0) for

short hereafter.

Definition 10. A local optimum k̂0 ∈ H0 consists of ev(k̂0) <
ev(k

∗
0), where k∗0 ∈ H0 is the global optimum (corresponding

to the top solution network) and ev(k
∗
0) = v∗ with v∗ ∈ R the

maximum evaluation value.

Definition 11. The trial credit (achievement) of an atomic

component i ∈ D, at trial 0 < r ≤ R (with r ∈ N),

over a simulation duration [t, t′], consists of ci,r(t
′ − t) =

As,i(t′ − t) × ev(k0), where As,i(t′ − t) is the average sim-

ulation activity of the atomic component and ev(k0) is the

evaluation function of a top candidate network k0 ∈ H0.

Definition 12. Over a number of trials R ∈ N, the accumu-

lated credit (achievement) of an atomic component i ∈ D
is the sum of the trial credits at each trial 0 < r ≤ R:

ci,R(t
′ − t) = Σ

R

r=1ci,r(t
′ − t).

Definition 13. The trial credit of a network named

k ∈ Hl of structure Nk ∈ Nl with Nl the set

of candidate network structures at level l with Nk =
(Xk, Yk, Dk, {Md}k, {Id}k, {Zi,d}k, Selectk), and over a

simulation of duration [t, t′], at a trial 0 < r ≤ R, is equal

to ck,r(t
′ − t) = ev(k0)Σi∈Dk

As,i(t′ − t), where As,i(t′ − t)
are the average simulation activities of the (atomic or net-

work) components composing the network. By definition, it is

important to notice that candidate networks at a certain level

l constitute undecomposable and unique chunks of solutions

with their own credit - independent from the credit of their

components. For example, in a hockey team, the credit of a line

is not the sum of the credits of the constitutive players because

players can play in other lines and other games. This is why

level l is a non-trivial parameter of ACA search algorithms.

Definition 14. The hierachical model-base2 M is defined as

an indexed family of sets and noted M = {Ml}
p
l=0, where

Ml is a model relation [33] at level l defined as Ml ⊆ Hl ×
Al×Cl×Rl×Vl×Fl, where Hl is the set of names of candidate

components, Al ⊆ Aext ×Aint ×As is the activities relation

(with Aext the set of average external activities, Aint the set

of average internal activities, and As the set of total average

simulation activities), Cl is the set of accumulated credits,

Rl is the set of trial numbers, Vl ⊆ P(VR∈R) is the set of

sets of evaluations (to keep track about evaluations history for

each model), Fl is the set of frames (contexts). The hierachical

model-base M contains the names of evaluated components,

i.e., it is a subset Hv
l of the names of candidate components

Hl such that Hv
l = {m ∈ Hl | ev(k0) 6= Ø ∧ m ∈ N0} with

k0 ∈ H0.

D. Structure assembly

Figure 5 describes the elementsMl of the model-baseM.

The simple hierarchical model example of hockey team is

used. The team is composed of two lines each line being

composed of two players each player having (being composed)

of three abilities (stop, attack and pass). Each instance of

both network and atomic models is stored in the model-base

with corresponding simulation-based metrics (credit, activity,

evaluations, etc.) According to these metrics, intances can be

assembled together or not - at each level - to build a new team.

2Notice that model-base structure and behavior can be represented in the
System Entity Structure formalism (cf. [12], chapter 18, for more details).
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Team
M0

Player3
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store
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pass

stop
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Team
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M1

Player2

Player1M2

M3

Fig. 5. Description of the hierarchical model-base.

VI. ACA STOCHASTIC SEARCH ALGORITHM

To increase robustness and to do not be trapped in local

optima, some components are selected randomly. Three types

of search algorithms have been implemented for comparison:

(i) Purely random search, (ii) Model-based random search,

and (iii) ACA-based search. Purely random search is used

both for comparison and before biased search. Two kinds

of search biases are used: (i) memory bias (using model-

base), and (ii) performance bias (using credits). Model-based

random search uses a memory bias: After some trials, some

components are randomly extracted from the model-base and

combined with other randomly generated components. ACA

search uses both memory and performance biases: After some

trials, some (best) components are extracted from the model-

base (according to their credit) and combined with other

randomly generated components.

Remark 15. Model-based random search is used as a bench-

mark to test the impact of the size of the model-base compared

to the size of the solution set. Indeed, depending on the search

level initially chosen, the number of candidate components

varies and impact performances of the search algorithm. This

will also be discussed in Section VII (cf. Table II).

Algorithm 2 summarizes the main hierarchicalSearch func-

tion:

• Lines 7-9: For each trial below b value, an unbiased com-

position of network structure Nk0
is generated randomly,

i.e., selecting uniformly non-evaluated components using

the purelyRandomSearch function.

• Lines 10-12: For each trial above b value, a biased

composition of network structure Nk0
is generated (cf.

description of Algorithm 3 hereafter).

• Line 13: Network Nk0
is simulated until simulation time

tend.

• Line 14: Performances of Nk0
and of each of its subcom-

ponents are stored,i.e., at each level 0 ≤ l ≤ p, where p
is the atomic level. Components are ranked according to

their credit.

• Lines 15-18: If the maximum evaluation value v∗ is

obtained optimal network name k∗0 is returned.

Algorithm 2 hierarchicalSearch(type, b, tend, ls)

1: k0 ∈ H0: Name of top candidate network

2: Nk0
∈ N0: Structure of top candidate network

3: b: Trial value to start using a bias

4: tend: Total simulation time

5: ls: Search level with 1 ≤ ls ≤ p
6: type: Type of search algorithm

7: for each trial r ≤ R do

8: if r < b then

9: Nk0
← purelyRandomSearch() ⊲ random non

evaluated components

10: else

11: Nk0
← biasedRandomSearch(type, ls) ⊲ use

model-base

12: end if

13: simulate network Nk0
until tend

14: recursively store and rank each sub-component i ∈
Dkl

for each level 0 ≤ l ≤ p in Ml

15: if ev(k0) = v∗ then

16: return k∗0
17: end if

18: end for

Algorithm 3 summarizes the biasedRandomSearch func-

tion:

• Line 5: The network structure N0 is initialized.

• Line 6: The number of best components to select inMls

is drawn using a uniform law.

• Lines 7-12 concern the model-base random search, which

simply (randomly and uniformly) selects a number nb

of best components from model-base Mls while other

components are non-evaluated components.

• Lines 13-22 concern the ACA search, which first

computes the selection probability of each component

in Mls , through the credit-based selection probability

relation:

SPls,r = {(a, b) ∈ P (a)×Hv
l | a, b ∈ Mls ,

P (a) =
ca,Ra

(t′ − t)

Σb∈Mls
cb,Rb

(t′ − t)
}

where P (a) is the selection probability at trial r of a

component a ∈Mls computed as its own accumulated

credit (through a number of trials Ra ≤ R) over the sum

of the accumulated credits of all the components in

model-base Mls .
• Line 23: Finally the new assembled network is returned.
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Algorithm 3 biasedRandomSearch(type, ls)

1: β: A selected best component

2: nls : Number of components |Dls | at search level ls
3: nb: Number of best components to select in Mls

4: type: Type of search algorithm

5: N0 ← Ø

6: nb ← U(0, nls)
7: if type = “model-based” then

8: for each i ≤ nb do

9: select randomly and uniformly β in Ml

10: add β to N0

11: end for

12: complete N0 with non-evaluated components

13: else

14: if type = “ACA” then

15: compute relation SPls,r

16: for i ≤ nb do

17: select β in Mls according to relation SPls,r

18: add β toN0

19: end for

20: complete N0 with non-evaluated components

21: end if

22: end if

23: return N0

VII. HIERARCHICAL MODELING AND SIMULATION

ACA is applied here to the hockey team archetype model.

In the first subsection, the Hockey team model is introduced.

In the second subsection, simulation analysis is presented.

A. Hockey team model

A picture of the whole composition is provided in Figure

6.
This model has the following characteristics:

• Only two kinds of position are considered: Defense and

attack,

• Only four players are selected at a time, two in defense

and two in attack,

• There are 3 abilities (stop, pass, shoot) that can be good

or bad. Therefore, there are 23 = 8 possible players at

each position,

• There are 82 = 64 possible lines in defense/attack.

• There are 642 = 4096 possible teams.

Figure 6 shows also the coupling of the experimental frame

to the model. During a trial, the experimental frame sends

one attack (puck external event) to each defender. When a

defender receives the puck he must stop it, pass it to the other

defender who must forward it to one attacker. The latter must

pass it to the other attacker who must shoot, in oder to score a

goal. Any break in this chain results in no score. To ensure a

score, the abilities at every point of the sequence are required

to be “good”. Therefore, since there are two such attacks, the

maximum score is two. Finding the best hockey team (i.e.,

the global optimum) consists in finding the best players (the

local optima). However, once a best player is selected it is

not possible to know it is a best player as only the team is

evaluated.

In collective sports, many statistics aim at evaluating teams

and players performances. In ice hockey [34], plus–minus

statistic is increased by one ("plus") for those players on the

ice when the team scores a goal; the plus–minus statistic is

decreased by one ("minus") for those players on the ice when

the team allows a goal. In basket ball [35], player efficiency

rating correlates (among other parameters) both the number

of minutes played and the number of goals.

Using credit assignment a finer evaluation of players can be

achieved correlating both the activity of players (representing

the number of actions they achieve during a play) and team’s

goals at the end of the game. Here, at the function evaluation

level, the best team is found for score (maximum evaluation

value) v∗ = 2 corresponding to the global optimum. Local

optima correspond to teams with partial score (intermediate

evaluation value) v = 1.

B. Model simulation

First, the metrics and simulation process are introduced.

After, an analysis of simulation results is presented.

1) Metrics and description of parallel pseudorandom simu-

lation: Pseudorandom simulation is used through replica and

seeds for statistical analysis. Simulation is fully parallelized for

efficiency reasons. A simulation is determined by: a random

number seed, a hierarchical level, and a bias start value (start

trial at which search is biased). For each bias start value,

30 replications (random seeds) have been run in parallel

on a Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) with 8 quadcore-

processors (32 cores). Each level runs roughly 40 biases for

30 replications each3. There are four hierarchical levels: Level

0 is the top team level, level 1 is the lines level, level 2 is the

players level, and finally, level 3 is the abilities level (atomic

level). Refering to Algorithm 2, first the bias start value is set

to infinity and the simulation is run (without any connection

to the activity credit assignment), until the maximum score is

reached. The resulting number of trials is Rb where b indicates

a unbiased search. This is the number of trials required for

that seed at that level to find purely randomly the team that

can score two goals. After, for each trial from 1 to Rb, the

simulation is run again using each biased search algorithm and

the number of trials required at that level (to find the team

that can score two goals) is obtained and noted Rb where b
indicates a biased search.

For each bias start value, trial speed-up is defined as σ =
Rb

Rb
. Note that σ > 1 for any algorithm that is not worse than

random search. Also σ < 1 is possible. The same way, activity

reduction is defined as α =
A

b

Ab
, where Ab = Σ

Rb

r=1As,r(tend)
is the accumulated average activity over trials for unbiased

search and Ab = ΣRb

r=1As,r(tend) is the accumulated average

activity over trials for biased search. Note that α > 1 for any

algorithm that is not worse than random search. Also α < 1
is possible.

2) Results: The behavior of trial speed-up is a function of

bias start values as shown in Figure 7 for each search level

1 ≤ l ≤ p. Each curve shows (the same) consistency. For

3It takes approximatively one hour to run one level. Approximately, it would
take a day, on a sequential machine, to do the same thing.
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Fig. 6. Hockey Team Components. On the bottom is the experimental frame sending and receiving events (attacks and eventual goals). On the top are the
coupled models: attack and defense lines , each line is composed of two players. Each player is composed of three abilities (cf. “Right_DefensePlayer”
decomposition example on the left, with good abilities).

example, for coupled level 1 (attack and defense lines), the

average speed up increases until a bias start value of 800 and

then decreases. This shows that starting biased search just after

800 trials is an optimal choice (enough information has been

collected). Notice too that the lower bound of the confidence

interval never goes below 2 (showing that bias algorithm

is always better than only randomly selecting components

without any use of repository).
Table II shows the size of each component and the number

of components for each level. Increasing in levels, the search

space increases with the number of candidate components.

Level Number of components Size of each component

3 - atomic abilities 12 2

2 - players 4 8

1 - lines 2 64

TABLE II
NUMBER OF COMPONENTS AND SIZE OF EACH COMPONENT, FOR EACH

LEVEL.

Table III summarizes, at each level, the average speed-up

(for all bias start values and replications) for both random

model-base (RMB) and ACA methods. It can be seen that

ACA is always more efficient. Also, the performances of RMB

decrease with the size of the search set, i.e., going down the

hierarchy. For ACA it is the opposite: performances increase

with search set size. At level 3, each ability is considered

different, e.g., shooting in defense player in defense line is

different from shooting in attack player in attack line. If the

abilities were considered the same, there would be only 3

different abilities no matter what the context they were in.

So in ACA 12 different abilities are considered and correlated

with outcome eventually finding the 12 good versions (because

they correlate well with the outcome). RMB does not take

advantage of the outcome (and correlated activity) knowledge

and takes longer. At level 2, each of the 4 players are

considered different and there are 8 versions of each player.

A particular version of player is more rarely seen than a

particular combination of abilities. Then, ACA accumulates

less information about each player than at level 3 for abilities.

Hence, the difference between RMB and ACA performances

reduces. At level 1, each of the 2 lines is considered different

and there are 64 versions of each line. Since a particular

version is rarely seen, ACA cannot accumulate much more

information about it than RMB (notice that p-value indicates

that results at level 1 are not statistically significant. . . )

method/level 1 2 3

RMB 4.5±1.88 4.0±1.43 3.5±1.71

ACA 5.1±1.72 5.1 ±1.74 5.8±1.92

p-value (%) 7,97 0,02 0,0042

TABLE III
TRIAL SPEED-UP FOR BOTH random model-base AND ACA METHODS.

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF 95% IS INDICATED WITH ± SIGN.

Finally, Table IV summarizes, at each level, the average

activity reduction for both RMB and ACA methods. First,

notice that, as for speed-up, lines search set is not large

enough to enable relevant ACA performances and statistical

significance (cf. p-value). At levels 2 and 3, It can be seen that

both methods consume less activity than purely random one.

Also, ACA uses less activity than RMB. In conclusion, ACA
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(L1)

(L2)

(L3)

Fig. 7. Accross 30 replications, trial speed-up for each bias start value at:
(l1) Coupled level 1 (attack and defense lines), (l2) Coupled level 2 (attack
and defense lines), (l3) Atomic level 3 (stop, pass and shoot abilities). 95%
confidence intervals are indicated for each point as vertical lines.

reduces the number of trials without inducing an increase of

activity. This is confirmed by experimental results, e.g., at level

3, the average activity per trial of purely random approach is

equal to 0.0366 while ACA one is 0.0370.

method/level 1 2 3

RMB 4.5±1.83 3.9±1.46 3.5±1.7

ACA 5±1.66 4.9±1.65 5.8±1.81

p-value (%) 16,57 0,05 0,0035

TABLE IV
AVERAGE ACTIVITY REDUCTION FOR BOTH random repository AND ACA

METHODS. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF 95% IS INDICATED WITH ± SIGN.

Comparing Tables III and IV, it can be noticed that activity

reduction values are almost equal to speed-up values. This

shows that both RMB and ACA methods do not require sup-

plementary activity of components to increase search speed-

up. Also, it indicates that activity seems to be the right measure

to quantify the computational effort of components involved

in a search process.

VIII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CREDIT ASSIGNMENT

METHODS

The credit assignment problem [36] consists in assigning

partial credit to sub-decisions leading to a complete task. This

allows investigating new rule paths even if the first steps do

not provide immediate reward (e.g., at chess, you can chose

to loose a piece to win the game...)

A first solution to credit assignment problem consists in

the bucket brigade algorithm [37]. In the bucket brigade

algorithm, the basic entities are classifier systems. A learning

classifier system interacts with the environment through an I/O

interface using condition-action rules. The rule-base consists

of a population of many condition-action rules (classifiers).

The rule conditions and actions are strings of characters

from the ternary alphabet: {0, 1,#}, with # being as “don’t

care” when appearing in the condition part. According to the

reward of an action (changing the state of the environment)

a rule reinforcement is performed. Rules are generated by

a genetic algorithm. In the bucket brigade algorithm, “the

highest bidding classifiers may place their message on the

message list of the next cycle, but they have to pay with their

bid which is distributed among the classifiers active during

the last time step which set up the triggering conditions. (...)

The central idea is that classifiers which are not active when

the environment gives payoff but which had an important role

for setting the stage for directly rewarded classifiers can earn

credit by participating in ’bucket brigade chains’.” [38]. The

first classifiers of a classifier chain gets a partial reward even

if the action performed on the environment does not provide

the maximum reward expected. Another solution to credit

assignment problem consists in the profit-sharing plan [39].

Bucket brigade algorithm focuses on incremental schemes.

Profit-sharing plan focuses on reward schemes waiting for

external rewards. In this approach, problem solving is divided

into episodes delimited by the receipt of external reward.

A rule is active during an episode if it wins a bidding

competition. Whereas bucket brigade is better adapted to rules

firing in parallel, profit-sharing is more adapted for single

active chains [40].

We describe now the main differences/similarities between

both activity-based and genetic algorithms(GA)-based credit

assignments, starting from usual GA vocabulary:

• Rules: GA produces rules, i.e., pairs of (condi-

tions,actions) of a classifier system, expressed in bits (or

#), GA selects the best actions to make new rules. In

contrast, ACA applies to any DEVS hierarchical compo-

nents and compositions, where the inputs of the compo-

nent/composition correspond to the conditions from the

environment, and outputs of the component/composition

correspond to actions.

• Selection:

– GA, at every generation: 1. Rank individuals accord-

ing to their fitness value, and 2. Keep a percentage

of best individuals. On the other hand, ACA: 1.

Ranks components and compositions according to

their performances in one or more enviroment, 2.

Maintains a model-base of components and compo-
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sitions according to their ranking.

– GA, e.g., in bucket brigade, select a rule i to fire

using a bid-based probability distribution:

P (i) =
bidi

Σn
i=1bidi

where n is the number of rules. On the other hand,

ACA selects components and compositions using a

credit-based probability distribution:

P (a) =
ca,Ra

(t′ − t)

Σb∈Mls
cb,Rb

(t′ − t)

where P (a) is the selection probability at trial r of

a component a ∈ Mls computed as its own accu-

mulated credit (through a number of trials Ra ≤ R)

over the sum of the accumulated credits of all the

components in model-base Mls .

• Avoiding traps in local optima: GA use mutation, i.e., a

bit can be randomly changed in a rule, likewise ACA, in

the model-base, uses a combination of highly ranked or

randomly selected components/compositions.

• Combination of sub-solutions: GA use crossover genetic

operator to combine parts of two parent chromosomes to

make a new child chromosome. ACA, using hierarchical

composition and at any level, combines (according to the

above policies) components from the next lower level.

Similarly to crossover both highly ranked and randomly

selected lower level components are used.

IX. DISCUSSION

Application of the ACA methodology has applications to

many information and communication technologies in health-

care among other areas. In healthcare, Pathway care co-

ordination models, modeled in the DEVS formalism, lend

themselves to support critical features of such learning sys-

tems. A pathway keeps track of individuals’ traversal through

the IPU The activity of a pathway over a time interval is

measured by the number of state transitions that occurred in

the interval. The activity of the overall system is estimated

by the aggregation of all individual pathway activities. A

measure of a component’s activity is obtained by aggregating

pathway activity over all individuals that traversed the com-

ponent. Since pathways include outcome measurement they

enable correlation of activity and outcome per individual and

aggregation over individual traversals of components to obtain

component performance outcome measures. Components or

variants that do not perform well in this measure are candidates

for replacement by other alternatives that can be interchanged

with them. Moreover, payment incentives are shown to have

a significant effect in actual application where pathways with

direct payment linked to outcome are shown to be executed

more successfully than those without such direct linkage.

Application of the activity-based payment methodology here

would enable distributing rewards to team members that are

not necessarily linked directly to payment but who neverthe-

less participate in producing high value outcomes.

X. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

As described in sub-section VIII, bucket brigade algorithm

is better adapted to rules firing in parallel, profit-sharing is

more adapted for single active chains. On the other hand, ACA

can be applied to models embedding both series and parallel

chains, as well as cycles (feedback loops) of components.

This is a reflection of the generality of the DEVS formalism

as representing arbitrary dynamic systems in computational

and discrete event form [12]. Although chains were employed

in the hockey experiment, these were totally transparent to

the ACA (there was nothing in the method that relied on, or

exploited such knowledge). This generality and transparency to

coupling structure suggests that ACA is worth considering as a

foundation for a general framework for automated, hierarchical

and efficient problem solving at the system level. Future

research should test this conjecture in application to more

complex systems interacting with multiple environments such

as a hockey team facing diverse opponents and physician

teams tackling multiple manifestations of the same medical

condition.

Finally, in further research, more theoretical work can be

done to justify the fact that there is an underlying credit

ranking that any simulation using ACA would converge to

- extending the approach to unsupervised learning. However,

the results provided here still indicate that significant speed

ups were achieved for ACA at each level of the hierarchy and

executed within feasible time frame on relatively inexpensive

multiprocessor. For ACA, an implementation and study of

context independence can be worth. For example, considering

hockey team archetype, abilities could be considered to be the

same and independent of context so there are only 3 abilities.

Then, the difference between ACA and RMB should increase.
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